
  
 

Ideas for pre-course preparation reading, listening and viewing 

The best way to prepare is to become engaged with the subject by keeping up with the 
political news from both the UK and US. You can do this through BBC, ITV or Channel 4 
news. Alternatively, the online or physical mainstream online broadsheet newspapers 
(Guardian, Times, Telegraph, Times, Independent, New York Times, Washington Post) are 
suitable. Remember that plenty of excellent free resources are available – please avoid 
tabloid newspapers, non-mainstream and social media based news.  

An overview of how the UK political system works has been written on behalf of the UK 
Parliament and can be downloaded here. 

https://learning.parliament.uk/resources/how-it-works-parliament-government-
democracy-and-you-16-18-booklet/ 

You will need to scroll down to find the free English language download of the booklet.  

Books: 

Textbooks go out of date very quickly in Politics and so it is best to avoid older editions. 

The most up to date single volume textbook for the course is currently “Pearson Edexcel A 
level Politics” by Sarra Jenkins et al (2019), although it is possible that an updated textbook 
will be produced by an alternative publisher in 2020.   

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Pearson-Edexcel-level-Politics-Jenkins/dp/1510449221 

The following are some general books that will add to your contextual knowledge. I hope 
that you will find them both interesting and entertaining. 

Yuval Harari - 21 Lessons for the 21st Century – from the author of the superb history 
bestseller, “Sapiens”. This book looks at the present and the future. “There is surely no one 
alive who is better at explaining our world than Yuval Noah Harari - he is the lecturer we all 
wish we’d had at university. Reading this book, I must have interrupted my partner a 
hundred times to pass on fascinating things I’d just read.” Adam Kaye 

Owen Jones – “The Establishment” – “Behind our democracy lurks a powerful but 
unaccountable network of people who wield massive power and reap huge profits in the 
process.” Hardly impartial, but an interesting viewpoint. 

Tim Marshall – “Prisoners of Geography - Ten Maps That Tell You Everything You Need to 
Know About Global Politics” - "A fresh and original insight into the geopolitics behind 
today's foreign policy challenges" - Andrew Neil 
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Steve Richards - The Prime Ministers – A landmark history of the men and women who 
have defined the UK's role in the modern world - and what makes them special - by a 
seasoned political journalist. 

Michael Lewis – “The Fifth Risk” – Michael Lewis, author of the Big Short and Moneyball, 
looks at events in the US after the election of Donald Trump. “Michael Lewis reveals the 
combustible cocktail of wilful ignorance and venality that is fuelling the destruction of a 
country's fabric.” 

Peter Frankopan – “The New Silk Roads” – a look at the interconnected world and the 
recent eastwards shift in power. This very readable survey of the modern world is by the 
author of the excellent and unusual history bestseller, “The Silk Roads”. 

Tim Shipman – “All Out War” – “In All Out War, Tim Shipman has written a political history 
that reads like a thriller, exploring how and why David Cameron chose to take the biggest 
political gamble of his life, and why he lost.” 

Stuart Maconie – “The Nanny State Made Me: A Story of Britain and How to Save it”. The 
6Music broadcaster tells Britain’s Welfare State story through his own history of growing up 
as a northern working-class boy. Very entertaining, especially as an audiobook. 

Film: 

Netflix – “The Great Hack” – an examination of the Cambridge Analytica scandal – the 
undermining of democracy by Big Data. 

Netflix – “13th” – a prizewinning documentary looking at the apparent continuation of 
slavery by the US criminal justice system’s treatment of African-American prisoners. 

Youtube – “Rich Hall's Presidential Grudge Match” (BBC). An irreverent history of the 
presidency. 

Channel4.com – “Brexit: The Uncivil War” - Starring Benedict Cumberbatch, a compelling 
drama about one of the most controversial referendums in modern British history. 

Channel4.com – “The Invention of Boris Johnson” - This documentary sifts through Boris 
Johnson's archive interviews and newspaper columns to build a compelling picture of the 
man and his track record, largely in his own words. 

Amazon Prime – “The West Wing” – a classic US drama about a Democrat presidency. it is 
fiction, but it is very good in its depiction of the American political system. It is also 
brilliantly written and acted. 

 


